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3. See Aby Warburg, Gesammelte Schriften, eds G. Bing and F. Rougemont (Teubner: Leipzig and Berlin, 1932). Significantly, the longest entry in the very precise index of this edition (four pages, three columns) is devoted to the expression Nachleben. See also Hans Mein, Richard Nevald, and Edgar Wind, Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliographie zum Nachleben der Antike—A Bibliography on the Survival of the Classics (Cassell: London, 1934), p. 5, where the near impossibility of translating this term into English is already noted.


5. Schlosser and Warburg were like-minded.

The isolated and highly provisional experiment that I have undertaken here is intended as a plea for an extension of the methodological borders of our study of art (eine methodischen Grenzerweiterung unserer Kunstwissenschaft). . . . Until now, a lack of adequate general evolutionary categories has impeded art history in placing its materials at the disposal of the — still unwritten — ‘historical psychology of human expression’ (historischen Psychologie des menschlichen Ausdrucks). By adopting either an unduly materialistic or an unduly mystical stance, our young discipline blocks its own panoramic view of history. It gropes toward an evolutionary theory of its own, somewhere between the schematisms of political history and the dogmatic faith in genius. It was by approaching the image from an anthropological, then a psychological point of view that Aby Warburg was able to carry out the ‘extension of methodological borders’ that he defended before his colleagues at a conference in 1912. The immediate consequences of such an extension could only be disturbing for the discipline because it became clear that the time of the image is not the time of history in general, the time of the ‘general evolutionary categories’ that Warburg invokes here. What, then, is the most urgent task (as untimely and outdated today as it was in Warburg’s epoch)? It is for art history to establish ‘its own theory of evolution’, its own theory of time. It is for art history to enter into a time other than habitual chronologies, eternal ‘influences’, old Vasarian or neo-Vasarian family myths.

This other time is called ‘survival’ (Nachleben). The mysterious keyword or slogan of Warburg’s entire enterprise, Nachleben der Antike, is by now familiar to us. It is the ‘fundamental problem’ which his archival research addressed, and for which he created the library that bears his name in order to grasp its sedimentations and shifting grounds. Warburg also confronted this ‘fundamental problem’ during the very brief period of his famous Native American experience. Therefore, before interrogating the notion of survival in the context of a ‘science of culture’ — patiently worked out by Warburg using images from antiquity and the modern Western world — it seems appropriate to situate the experimental emergence of this problematic on the limited and ‘displaced’ ground of his voyage to Hopi country. Anthropology’s theoretical and heuristic function — its capacity to de-territorialise fields of knowledge, to reintroduce difference in objects and anchonanism in history — will only appear in even sharper relief.

The ‘survival’ that Warburg invoked and questioned throughout his entire lifetime is, above all, an Anglo-Saxon concept. In 1911, when Warburg’s friend Julius von Schlosser referred to the ‘survival’ of figurative practices in wax, he did not rely upon the spontaneous vocabulary of his mother tongue. He did not write Nachleben, any more than he wrote Fortleben or Überleben. He wrote survival, in English. This is significant evidence of a citation, a borrowing, a conceptual displacement, for what von Schlosser cites — borrowed and displaced by Warburg before him — is none other than the survival of the great British ethnologist Edward B. Tylor. In his sudden departure from Europe to Mexico in 1895, Warburg was not making a journey to archetypes, as Fritz Saxl thought, but a journey to survivals. And his
theoretical landmark was not James G. Frazer, as Saxl wrote, but Edward B. Tylor. As far as I am aware, Warburg’s commentators have not paid close attention to this anthropological source. At best, they have only considered the differences between Warburg and Tylor; Ernst Gombrich for example, argued that Tylor’s ‘science of culture’ could in no way appeal to a disciple of Burckhardt whose major preoccupation was Italian art. And yet, this ‘science of culture’ was omnipresent in the opening of Primitive Culture (published in London in 1871), a work of such importance that, at the end of the nineteenth century, ethnology was commonly referred to as ‘Mr Tylor’s Science’. Of course, Primitive Culture’s immense notoriety does not guarantee its status as a theoretical source. The point of contact between Warburg’s Kulturwissenschaft and Tylor’s ‘science of culture’ lies first in the establishment of a particular link between history and anthropology.

Indeed, both projects sought to overcome the eternal opposition – which Lévi-Strauss would continue to criticise a century later – between the evolutionary model required by history and the type of atemporality with which anthropology is often credited. Warburg opened the field of art history to anthropology, not simply in order to recognise new objects of study, but also in order to open time. For his part, Tylor intended to carry out a rigorously symmetrical operation. He began by affirming that the fundamental problem of any ‘science of culture’ is its ‘development of culture’, and that this development is not reducible to an evolutionary law formulated according to models used by the natural sciences. Only through a history, or even an archaeology, of culture can the ethnologist understand its meaning.

Warburg certainly did not disavow this methodological principle of untimeliness: what makes sense in a culture is often the symptom, the anachronic aspect of this culture. Here, we are already within the spectral time of survivals. At the beginning of Primitive Culture, Tylor introduces this time theoretically by noting that the two competing models for the ‘development of culture’ — the ‘theory of progress’ and the ‘theory of degeneration’ — must be thought dialectically, intertwined with one another. The result would be a time knot – difficult to untangle because evolutionary movements, and movements that resist evolution, cross incessantly within it. Through these crossings the concept of survival appears as a differential between two contradictory temporal states.

Tylor dedicated an essential part of his work to the theoretical foundation of the concept of survival. But he had written the word, as if spontaneously, in another context, in another temporality of experience, a displacement – a trip to Mexico, to be precise. Between March and June 1856, Tylor crossed Mexico on horseback, observing and taking thousands of notes. In 1861 he published his journal from the trip – his own version of Tristes Tropiques – in which, as if to his great surprise, mosquitoes and pirates, alligators and missionaries, the slave trade and Aztec relics, Baroque churches and Indian customs, earthquakes and the use of firearms, table manners and modes of account keeping, museum objects and street fighting, all enter the scene one after the other. Anahuac is a fascinating book because we witness the author’s astonishment that this very experience, in this very place and moment, could bear such a knot of anachronisms, such a mixture of things past and present.
Thus, Holy Week festivities in Mexico bring heterogeneous, half-Christian, half-pagan commemorations up to date; the Indian market in Grande actualises a numbering system which Tylor thought could only be found in pre-Columbian manuscripts, the ornamentation of antique sacrificial knives was comparable with the spurs of Mexican vaqueros. 

In the face of all of this, Tylor discovered the extreme variety, the breathtaking complexity of cultural facts (something one also notes in reading Frazer). Yet, he also discovered something even more overwhelming (which one never notes in reading Frazer): the vertiginous play of time in the present, in the present ‘surface’ of a given culture. Vertigo is first expressed in the powerful sensation – in itself obvious, but its consequences less so – that the present is woven with multiple pasts. This is why Tylor insists that the ethnologist must assume the historian’s role in each of his observations. The ‘horizontal’ complexity of what he sees stems above all from a paradigmatic ‘vertical’ complexity of time:

Progress, degradation, survival, revival, modification, are all modes of the connexion that binds together the complex network of civilisation. It needs but a glance into the trivial details of our own daily life to set us thinking how far we are truly its originators, and how far but the transmitters and modifiers of the results of long past ages. Looking round the rooms we live in, we may try here to see how far he who only knows his own time can be capable of rightly comprehending even that. Here is the honeysuckle of Assyria, there the fleur-de-lis of Anjou, a cornice with a Greek border runs round the ceiling, the style of Louis XIV and its parent the Renaissance share the looking glass between them. Transformed, shifted, or mutilated, such elements of art still carry their history plainly stamped on them; and if the history yet farther behind is less easy to read, we are not to say that because we cannot clearly discern it there is therefore no history there.

It is characteristic of this example of survival – one of the first in Primitive Culture – that it concerns the formal elements of ornamentation, the ‘primitive words’ of every notion of style. That this survival of forms is signified as a ‘stamp’ is equally distinctive. Admitting that the present bears the mark of multiple pasts means, above all, to allow for the indestructibility of an imprint of time, or times, on the forms proper to our present life. Therefore, Tylor speaks of ‘the strength of these survivals’ by which, using another metaphor, ‘old habits maintain their roots in a ground overwhelmed by a new culture’. He also compares the strength of survival to a ‘river which, having dug its bed, will run for centuries’. This is a way of elucidating — always via the stamp — what he referred to as the ‘permanence of culture’.

Warburg would have recognised his own investigation of permanence — the tenacity of antique forms in the long duration of Western art history — in this expression of a ‘fundamental problem’. But that is not all. Such permanence could have been expressed, as it was in certain strains of nineteenth-century philosophical anthropology, in terms of an ‘essence of culture’. The major interest of Tylor’s thinking on this point, as well as its proximity to Warburg’s approach, stems from this critical supplement: the ‘permanence of culture’ does not express itself as an essence, as a global feature or archetype, but on the contrary, as a symptom, as an exceptional feature, as a displaced thing. The strength of survivals, their ‘power’ even, as Tylor notes, is revealed in the tenuousness of minuscule, superfluous, derisory, or abnormal things. Survival, in itself, lies in the recurring symptom and in the game, in the pathology of language and in the unconsciousness of forms. So, Tylor turned his attention to children’s games (bows and arrows, slingshots, rattles, knucklebones, or playing cards: survivals of the old and very serious practices of war and divination), just as Warburg would later turn his attention to Renaissance
celebration practices. Tylor studied features of language, sayings, proverbs, and modes of salutation, just as Warburg hoped to do later for Florentine civilisation.22

Yet, Tylor was most specifically interested in the aspect of survivals which related to superstitions. He inferred the very definition of the anthropological concept of survival from its traditional, Latin meaning, supersticio:

Such a proceeding as this would be usually, and not improperly, described as a superstition; and, indeed, this name would be given to a large proportion of survivals generally. The very word 'superstition', in what is perhaps its original sense of a 'standing over' from old times, itself expresses a survival. But the term superstition now implies a reproach. . . . For the ethnographer's purpose, at any rate, it is desirable to introduce such a term as 'survival', simply to denote the historical fact which the word 'superstition' is now spoiled for expressing.23

We can now understand why the analysis of survivals in Primitive Culture culminates with a long chapter dedicated to magic, astrology, and all of their related forms.24 How can we not recall the apex of the Nachleben der Antike, Warburg's analysis of the treatment of astrology in the Ferrara frescoes, or in Martin Luther's writings?25 In both cases and each time (and without even mentioning Freud), it is the flaw in consciousness, the fault in logic, the lack of sense in the argumentation which opens a breach, the breach of survivals, into the currency of a historical fact. Before Warburg and Freud, Tylor admired the capacity of 'trivial details' to make sense, or rather, be symptoms (which he also referred to as landmarks) of their own insignificance. Before Warburg and his interest in the 'animism' of votive effigies, Tylor, among others, attempted to construct a general theory of the power of signs.26 Before Warburg and his fascination for the expressive phenomena of the gesture, Tylor, again among others, attempted to construct a theory of emotional and mimetic language.27 Before Warburg and Freud, he staked out, in his own way, the lesson of the symptom – absurdity, lapsus, sickness, madness – as the privileged mode of access to the vertiginous time of survivals. Could the path to the symptom then, be the best way to hear the voices of ghosts?

Throughout the whole of this varied investigation, whether of the dwindling survival of old culture, or of its bursting forth afresh in active revival, it may perhaps be complained that its illustrations should be so much among things worn out, worthless, frivolous, or even bad with downright harmful folly. In fact it is so, and I have taken up this course of argument with full knowledge and intent. For indeed, we have in such enquiries continual reason to be thankful for remorselessly swept away.28

Between phantom and symptom, the notion of survival becomes a specific expression of the 'trace' for the historical and anthropological sciences.29 As is well known, Warburg was interested in the vestiges of classical antiquity, vestiges which were in no way reducible to the existence of material objects, but could equally live on in forms, styles, behaviours, the psyche. We can easily understand his interest in Tylor's survivals. First, they marked out a negative reality, that which appears as a cast-off, ageless, out-of-date, or out-of-use in a culture (just as, in the fifteenth century, Florentine bei testify to a practice already removed from the present and the 'modern' preoccupations on which Renaissance art was based). Second, Tylor's survivals marked out a masked reality; something persists and testifies to a vanished moment of society, but its very persistence is accompanied by an essential modification – a change of its status of signification (to say that the bow and arrow of ancient wars have

22 Tylor, Primitive Culture I, pp. 63–100
23 Tylor, Primitive Culture I, pp. 64–5.
24 Tylor, Primitive Culture I, pp. 101–44.
survived as a child’s game is to demonstrate the transformation of their status and their signification).

In this sense, the analysis of survivals seems to be the analysis of symptomatic and ghostly manifestations. They designate a reality of effraction, if tenuous, or even imperceptible, and for this reason they also designate a spectral reality. Astrological survival will thus appear as a ‘ghost’ in Luther’s discourse, a ghost whose effectiveness Warburg recognised because of its intrusive and interfering nature — as symptom — in the logic of the preacher of the Reformation preacher’s argumentation. It comes as no surprise that the critical richness of Tylor’s survivals first concerned phenomena of belief: the first applications of this concept took place in the domain of the history of religions. Nevertheless, in anticipation of what André Leroi-Gourhan called ‘technical stereotypes’, several archaeological studies of long durations approached the history of objects from the angle of survival.

We must note, however, that the notion of survival has never been very well received — and not only by art history. In Tylor’s time, survival was accused of being too structural and abstract a concept, a concept which defied all precision and factual verification. The positivist objection consisted in asking: but, how do you date a survival? This is precisely to misunderstand a concept that meant to identify a non-‘historical’ — in the trivial and factual sense — type of temporality. Today, one would accuse survival of lacking structure, of being a concept, as it were, marked by the evolutionist seal, therefore out-of-date; in short, an old nineteenth-century scientific ghost. One might spontaneously infer this from modern anthropology which, from Marcel Mauss to Claude Lévi-Strauss, effected the necessary reorientation of too essentialist (Frazer) or too empiricist (Malinowski) ethnological concepts.

However, in bringing out the critical aspects themselves, one notices that things are more complex and nuanced than they appear. Survival itself is not in question, but a certain use-value made of it by several Anglo-Saxon ethnographers during the nineteenth century. Mauss, for example, did not hesitate to use the term. The third chapter of Essais sur le don (Essay on the Gift) is titled ‘Survival of these principles [where an “exchange of gifts” is carried out] in ancient rights and economies’. There he explained that the principles of the gift and counter-offer count as ‘survivals’ for the historian and for the ethnologist:

They have a general sociological value, since they allow us to understand a moment of social evolution. But there is more. They also have an importance for social history. Institutions of this type have effectively provided the transition to our forms, our own forms, of law and economy. They serve as historical explanations of our own societies. Morality and exchange practices in use by the societies which immediately preceded our own maintain the more or less important traces of all of the principles just analysed [in the framework of so-called primitive societies].

Elsewhere, Mauss went so far as to extend the notion of survival to ‘primitive’ societies themselves:

There is no known society which has not evolved. The most primitive of men have an immense past behind them; thus diffuse traditions, and survival play a role even for them.

This was not only a manner of saying that ‘primitive societies have a history’ — which some had long denied, hence the expression ‘people without history’ — but that this history may be as complex as our own. It, too, is made up of the conscious handing down of ‘diffuse traditions’, as Mauss wrote. It, too, forms
itself within a play of – or a knot of – heterogeneous temporalities – a knot of anachronisms, even if the absence of written archives makes this difficult to analyse. Mauss does not criticise the usage of survival in order to call into question this complexity of temporal models. On the contrary, he does so to refute ethnological evolutionism as a simplification of temporal models. Thus, when Frazer describes survival as a ‘confusion between ancient magic and religion’, Mauss responds that ‘the hypothesis does not tell us very much’; that is, the hypothesis that there was a confusion between magic and religion followed by the autonomisation of the latter, which became more rational and moral, in sum, more ‘evolved’. 37

Mauss also perceptively criticised what we might call archetypism, the remaining key trap in any analysis of survivals. Archetypism not only resulted in the simplification of temporal models, it led to their pure and simple negation, their dilution into an essentialism of culture and the psyche. The principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception.

Mauss also perceptively criticised what we might call archetypism, the remaining key trap in any analysis of survivals. Archetypism not only resulted in the simplification of temporal models, it led to their pure and simple negation, their dilution into an essentialism of culture and the psyche. The principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception. When resemblances turn into pseudomorphisms; when they serve to bring out a general and atemporal principle lure of such a trap is analogical perception.

Levi-Strauss’s criticism in the introductory chapter of Structural Anthropology seems even more severe. Because it is more radical, it is more partial, and sometimes inaccurate, if not disingenuous. Levi-Strauss starts off by walking in Mauss’s footsteps: he criticises archetypism and its erroneous usage of substantialised analogies, of universally applicable pseudomorphisms. 39 Now, it turns out that he sought its traces in Tylor’s work. The bow and arrow no longer form a ‘species’, as Tylor had claimed in a language modelled on the biological bond of reproduction, because ‘between two identical tools, or between two different tools which are as alike in form as they can be, there is and there will always be a radical discontinuity, which comes from the fact that one is not issued from another, but each of them are issued from a system of representation’. 40 Note that Warburg would have agreed without hesitation to this first point, which situated the organisation of symbols as the founding structure of the empirical world.

Levi-Strauss stumbles when he goes one step further, claiming that studies stemming from a problematic of survivals ‘teach us nothing about unconscious processes translated into concrete experiences’. He invalidates this a few pages later by granting Tylor a nearly fundamental place in the evaluation of the ‘unconscious nature of collective phenomena’. 41 But to his mind, Tylor’s ethnology remained devoid of any historical character. He cites as evidence a brief passage in Researches into the Early History of Mankind (1865), without even taking into account the title of the work. Moreover, Lévi-Strauss does not recognise that, six years later, in Primitive Culture, Tylor developed a reflection on the historicity of primitive cultures that he credits only to Franz Boas. 42 In 1952, the author of Structural Anthropology announced a thesis on the ‘unattainable’ historicity of primitive peoples, clearly an entirely unconscious paraphrase of the passages from Tylor cited above. 43

None of this changes the fundamental question, which is still a matter of knowing what survival means. And it is first a matter of knowing how, in what...
jusqu'aux plus parfaits." Mais la nouveauté
complémentaire. Le fossile, était le temps
distincts, en réalité unifiés par leur
comme un pouvoir, mais qu'il était perçu
qui le temps de la vie n'y était pas supposé
successivement à l'existence la série continue et
progressive, quoique parfois irrégulière, des
corps organisés, "depuis les plus imparfaits
jusqu'aux plus parfaits." Mais la nouveauté
radicale de L'Origine des espèces consistait en ce
qui le temps de la vie n'y était pas supposé
comme un pouvoir, mais qu'il était perçu
directement dans des effets en apparence
distincts, en réalité unifiés par leur
complémentarité. Le fossile, c'était le temps
pétrifié, l'embryon, c'était le temps opérant;
sense, and for what stakes, this concept takes over or does not take over
evolutionist doctrine. When Tylor peppers the seventh chapter of his book
Researches into the History of Mankind (devoted to the 'Development and
Decline of Civilisation') with references to Darwin, the stake is clearly polemical.
In this text, he has to play human evolution against divine destiny; that is, he
plays The Origin of Species against the Bible. He had to rehabilitate
'developmentalism' and the perspective of the species against religious theories
of degeneration and the perspective of original sin.

One further element needs to be made clear. The vocabulary of survival had
not yet been set out when Tylor entered into this reference game. Even if the
debate over evolution constitutes his general epistemological horizon, Tylor's
notion of survival would be clearly constructed independently of Spencer's and
Darwin's doctrines. Whereas natural selection referred to the 'survival of the
fittest', the guarantor of biological innovation, Tylor approached survival from
the opposite angle, from the angle of the most 'unfit, or inappropriate' carriers of
a bygone past, instead of an evolutionary future.

In short, survivals are only symptoms that carry temporal disorientation.
They have nothing whatsoever to do with the premises of a teleology in
progress, or with any 'evolutionary sense'. They certainly bear the evidence of
a more original and repressed state, but they say nothing about evolution in
itself. They undoubtedly have a diagnostic value, but no prognostic value. It is
important to recall that Tylor's theory of culture stemmed neither from a
biology nor from a theology. For him, 'savages' were no more the fossils of an
original humanity than degenerates from a likeness to God. Instead, his theory
aimed at a historical and philological perspective, which is why Warburg
would take such an interest in it.

One thing is certain: Warburg's concept of survival (Nachleben) was first
sketched out within an epistemological field bound to anthropological objects,
and toward the general horizon of evolutionary theories. In this sense, as
Gombrich affirms, Warburg remained a man of the nineteenth century. In this
sense, his history of art remains old-fashioned, its fundamental theoretical
models outdated. The simplification is brutal, and not devoid of bad faith. At
best, it demonstrates the difficulty that second generation iconologists faced
when coming to terms with a legacy that was far too ghostly to be 'applicable'
as such. At worst, this simplification aims to close off the theoretical paths
opened by the very notion of Nachleben.

What does it mean that Warburg was an 'evolutionist'? That he read
Darwin? Of this, there is not the shadow of a doubt. That he defended an 'idea
of progress' in the arts and adopted a 'continuist model' of time? Nothing is
further from the truth. Evolutionary doctrine introduced the question of time
into the life sciences beyond the 'long cosmic duration' — in the words of
Georges Canguilhem — that had framed Lamarck's thought. However, posing
the question of time already meant posing the question of times, of the
different temporal modalities that make up, for example, a fossil, an embryo,
or a rudimentary organ.

Furthermore, Patrick Tort has shown the abusive error involved in reducing
Herbert Spencer's philosophy — which one recalls immediately whenever one hears the word 'evolutionism' — to the Darwinian theory of biological
evolution. The latter is a bio-ecological transformation of the development of
living species inasmuch as they are subject to variation. The former is a
document, an ideology whose conclusions — circulating amongst the nineteenth-
century ruling classes and industrial milieu — are opposed to many of the
points made in The Origin of Species.
The misunderstanding pivots precisely around the notion of survival. Only in the fifth edition did Darwin insert the Spencerian expression of the ‘survival of the fittest’. Today, epistemologists see nothing but theoretical confusion in the association of these two words (which Tylor, as we have seen, carefully dissociated). Speaking in such a way effectively reduces survival to selection. The most adept, the strongest, survive and reproduce. The idea that this law could be of relevance to the historical or cultural world comes from Spencer, not from Darwin, who instead saw in civilisation a means of opposing — of ‘disadapting’ from — natural selection.\(^{53}\)

In this sense Warburg was undoubtedly a Darwinian, but not a Spencerian, evolutionist.

For Warburg, Nachleben meant making historical time more complex, recognising specific, non-natural temporalities in the cultural world. Basing a history of art on ‘natural selection’ — through the successive elimination of the weakest styles, thus providing evolution with its perfectibility and history with its teleology — is in opposition to his fundamental project and his temporal models. For Warburg, the surviving form does not triumphantly outlive the death of its competitors. On the contrary, it symptomatically and phantastically survives its own death: disappearing from a point in history, reappearing much later at a moment when it is perhaps no longer expected, and consequently having survived in the still poorly defined reaches of a ‘collective memory’. Nothing is further from this idea than Spencer’s ‘synthetic’ and authoritarian systematism, his so-called ‘social Darwinism’.\(^{54}\)

On the other hand, links can be traced between this notion of survival and certain of Darwin’s terms relating to the complexity and paradoxical intricacy of biological time.

From this perspective, Nachleben could be compared with, but not assimilated to, temporal models that precisely create symptoms in evolution; that is, models that set up obstacles within all continuity-based adaptation schemes. Evolutionary theoreticians have spoken of ‘living fossils’, perfectly anachronistic beings of survival.\(^{55}\) They have spoken of ‘missing links’, intermediary forms between ancient and more recent forms of variation.\(^{56}\) With the concept of ‘retrogression’, they have refused to oppose a ‘positive’ evolution and a ‘negative’ regression.\(^{57}\) They have not only spoken of ‘panchronic forms’ — living fossils or surviving forms, organisms that were believed to have disappeared, or that had been found everywhere fossilised, which were suddenly discovered as living organisms under certain conditions\(^{58}\) — but also of ‘heterochronies’, paradoxical states of living which combine heterogeneous phases of development.\(^{59}\) At those moments when the usual game of natural selection and genetic mutation does not enable the understanding of a new species, they have even spoken of ‘promising monsters’, ‘non-competitive organisms’, nevertheless capable of engendering an original, radically divergent evolutionary line.\(^{60}\)

Indeed, in its own way, Warburgian Nachleben only tells us about ‘living fossils’ and ‘retrogressive’ forms. It tells us about ‘heterochronies’, and even about ‘promising monsters’ like Dürer’s Landser sow, with her two bodies and eight hooves, which Warburg treated from the perspective of what he referred to as a ‘region of prophetic monsters’ (Region der wahrsagenden Monstra).\(^{61}\) It is easy to understand that a work as experimental, as disquieting, and as heuristic as Warburg’s could be misunderstood as ‘evolutionist’.

In order to discern the anachronistic and unprecedented object of his quest, Warburg forged ahead like all pioneers. He assembled a system of heterogeneous debts, whose orientation could be changed by simply comparing them with all of the others. What other conclusion should we l’organisme rudimentaire, c’était le temps retardé [. . . ] La classification cessait d’être une peinture des formes coexistantes pour devenir un canvas synthétique tissé avec les fils du temps. Georges Canguilhem, Idéologie rationnalisée dans l’histoire des sciences de la vie, Nouvelles études d’histoire et de philosophie des sciences (Vrin: Paris, 1997), p. 106.


59. See C. Devillers, ‘Hétérochronies’, Dictionnaire du darwinisme II, pp. 2215-17, which
draw from this play of debts and debated questions if not that, there, evolutionism produced its own crisis, its own internal critique? By recognising the need to broaden canonical models of history — narrative models, models of temporal continuity, models of objective realisation — by directing himself little by little toward a theory of the memory of forms made up of leaps and latencies, Aby Warburg decisively broke with notions of 'progress' and historical 'development'. He thus played evolutionism off against itself. He deconstructed it solely in order to recognise phenomena of survival and cases of Nachleben which now must be dealt with in terms of their specific development.

Translated from the French by Dr Vivian Sky Rehberg.